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(54) [Title of the Invention] Liquid Crystal Display Device

(57) [Abstract]

[Aim] To provide a liquid crystal display device equipped with a means of illumination that is able to su

illuminate an LCD, even a large-scale LCD, without any light and dark irregularities.

[Structure] The back surface (4c) of a light conductor (4) is provided with a pair of sloped surfaces (4d, 4d)

which slope from both ends towards the middle,

(4d, 4d) intersect. This light conductor (4) is inserted and locked into the recess (5a) of a holder (5), and an

LCD (1) is attached to the front of the light conductor (4). The four corners of t

extruding pieces (5f), and these extruding pieces (5f) control the movement of the LCD (1) in the direction of

both ends. In addition, the ridge (4e) of the light conductor (4) is positioned so as not to overlap with the dis

segment (1a) of the LCD (1) when viewed front

6, …) provided at both ends of the light conductor (4).
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(54) [Title of the Invention] Liquid Crystal Display Device

[Aim] To provide a liquid crystal display device equipped with a means of illumination that is able to su

scale LCD, without any light and dark irregularities.

[Structure] The back surface (4c) of a light conductor (4) is provided with a pair of sloped surfaces (4d, 4d)

which slope from both ends towards the middle, and a ridge (4e) is formed where this pair of sloped surfaces

(4d, 4d) intersect. This light conductor (4) is inserted and locked into the recess (5a) of a holder (5), and an

LCD (1) is attached to the front of the light conductor (4). The four corners of the holder 95) are provided with

extruding pieces (5f), and these extruding pieces (5f) control the movement of the LCD (1) in the direction of

both ends. In addition, the ridge (4e) of the light conductor (4) is positioned so as not to overlap with the dis

segment (1a) of the LCD (1) when viewed front-on. Light is then guided into the light conductor (4) by lamps (6,

6, …) provided at both ends of the light conductor (4).
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[Aim] To provide a liquid crystal display device equipped with a means of illumination that is able to sufficiently

[Structure] The back surface (4c) of a light conductor (4) is provided with a pair of sloped surfaces (4d, 4d)

nd a ridge (4e) is formed where this pair of sloped surfaces

(4d, 4d) intersect. This light conductor (4) is inserted and locked into the recess (5a) of a holder (5), and an
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extruding pieces (5f), and these extruding pieces (5f) control the movement of the LCD (1) in the direction of

both ends. In addition, the ridge (4e) of the light conductor (4) is positioned so as not to overlap with the display

on. Light is then guided into the light conductor (4) by lamps (6,
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[Scope of Claims for Utility Model Application]

[Claim 1]

A liquid crystal display device featuring a liquid crystal display device equipped with a liquid crystal display

element with multiple display segments, a light conductor provided on the back surface of the aforementioned

liquid crystal display element, and light sources to illuminate the aforementioned liquid crystal display element

via the aforementioned light conductor; where the aforementioned light sources are fixed at either end of the

aforementioned light conductor, and two sloped surfaces are formed on the back surface of the

aforementioned light conductor that slope from both ends towards the middle where the aforementioned light

conductor is the thinnest; and it is also provided with a holder which has locking parts to lock both the

aforementioned liquid crystal display element and the aforementioned light conductor [in place]; and where the

ridge formed at the intersection of the pair of sloped surfaces of the aforementioned light conductor is

positioned so as to not overlap with the display segments of the aforementioned liquid crystal display element

when viewed front on.

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Figure 1] An exploded view of the liquid crystal display device of the example of the invention.

[Figure 2] A front view of the liquid crystal display device of the example of the invention.

[Figure 3] A cross-section at A-A in Figure 2.

[Figure 4] A front view of the liquid crystal display device of another example of the invention.

[Figure 5] A summarized cross-section of a conventional liquid crystal display device.

[Figure 6] A summarized cross-section of a conventional liquid crystal display device.

[Description of the Symbols]

1, 9 Liquid Crystal Display Element (LCD)

1a, 9a Segments

4 Light Conductor

4c Back Surface

4d Sloped Surface

4e Ridge

5 Holder

5a Recess

6 Lamp

10 Liquid Crystal Display Device
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[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Technical Field of the Invention]

The invention is related to a liquid crystal display device for use in all types of electronic equipment, and is

particularly related to the illumination structure within liquid crystal display devices.

[0002]

[Prior Art]

Liquid crystal display devices are widely used in all types of electronic equipment, including the display

screens of audio equipment, to display the time, radio frequency or other items. These liquid crystal display

devices are generally composed of liquid crystal display elements (hereinafter referred to as LCD) and a light

source referred to as a backlight fixed to the back of the LCD. The light from the light source passes through or

is intercepted by polarizers set inside the LCD and light and dark states are triggered in display pattern

segments, and numbers, letters and symbols etc. are displayed via the separation of these light and dark

states.

[0003]

With the type of liquid crystal display devices described above, it is necessary to uniformly illuminate the

back of the LCD with the light from the light source to eliminate inconsistent light and dark states on the

display. To this end, a light conductor (22) comprised of a flat panel of clear resin is attached to the back (21a)

of the LCD (21) and a lamp (23) is set at one end (22a) of the light conductor (22), as shown in Figure 5. The

light emitted from this lamp (23) is reflected in a diffused pattern inside the light conductor (22) and dispersed,

and this reflected light is then guided to the LCD (21) side. However, there exists a problem where the light

guided to one end (22a) of the light conductor (22) from the lamp leaks to the outside of the light conductor (22)

during the process of diffuse reflection inside the light conductor (22) as it progresses to the other end (22b)

and this light is lost, resulting in a darker display from the LCD (21) corresponding to the other end (22b) of the

light conductor (22).

[0004]

Figure 6 shows the means used to solve this problem. It is proposed that the thickness of the light

conductor (24) is gradually reduced as the distance to the lamp (23) becomes greater, turning the back (24a)

of the light conductor (24) into a sloped surface (24b). This structure allows the sloped surface (24b) to forcibly

reflect light that reaches the other end (24c) of the light conductor (24) onto the LCD (21), and is a means of

guiding a large amount of light to the other end of the LCD (21) when compared with the [example] shown in

Figure 5 using a flat panel light conductor (22). As such, the problem where the display of the LCD (21)

corresponding to the other end (24c) of the light conductor (24) becomes darker no longer occurs.

[0005]

[Problems to be Solved by the Invention]

Recent advances in LCD production technology have led to the availability of LCDs of a much larger scale

than before; however, this necessitates a greatly increased amount of light to illuminate the LCD.
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The conventional structure of liquid crystal display devices described above naturally limits the amount of

light guided to the LCD side by the light conductor as the light conductor is only illuminated at one end, making

it difficult to obtain the amount of light necessary to illuminate a large-scale LCD.

The invention was born from this issue, and aims to provide a liquid crystal display device equipped with a

means of illumination that is able to sufficiently illuminate the LCD, even when mounted onto a large-scale

LCD.

[0006]

[Means of Solving the Problems]

In order to solve the problem disclosed above, the invention is comprised of a liquid crystal display device

comprising of liquid crystal display elements having multiple display segments, a light conductor set on the

back of these liquid crystal display elements, and a light source which illuminates the liquid crystal display

elements through the light conductor, light sources which are fixed at both ends of the light conductor, a pair of

sloped surfaces that are formed on the back of the light conductor which slope from the two ends towards the

middle where the light conductor is the thinnest, and a holder having a locking part that is set to lock both the

aforementioned liquid crystal display elements and the light conductor individually, where the ridge that is

formed where the pair of sloped surfaces of the aforementioned light conductor intersect is positioned where it

will not overlap with liquid crystal display element display segments when viewed straight-on.

[0007]

[Operation]

With the means disclosed above, having light sources which are fixed at both ends of the light conductor

and a pair of sloped surfaces that are formed on the back of the light conductor which slope from the two ends

towards the middle where the light conductor is the thinnest means that light can be guided from both ends of

the light conductor, and that the light guided into the light conductor can be forcibly led to each liquid crystal

display element by the pair of sloped surfaces, greatly increasing the amount of light led to the liquid crystal

display elements when compared to existing means of guiding light from only one end of the light conductor,

and making it possible to sufficiently illuminate the liquid crystal display elements even when mounted onto a

large-scale liquid crystal display element.

[0008]

In addition, by setting a holder having a locking part to lock both the aforementioned liquid crystal display

elements and the light conductor individually, and by positioning the ridge formed where the pair of sloped

surfaces of the aforementioned light conductor intersect where it will not overlap with liquid crystal display

element display segments when viewed straight-on, it is possible to prevent light and dark irregularities on the

display caused by a shift of the relative positions of the liquid crystal display elements and the light conductor

due to vibration etc. that results in the liquid crystal display element display segments overlapping with the

ridge of the light conductor. In addition, even if the brightness of the light sources at each end differ, brightness

irregularities in single display segments are prevented as each display segment is only illuminated by the light

from one light source. Furthermore, the locking part of the holder fixes both the liquid crystal display and the

light conductor in place, increasing the assembly performance of the device.

[0009]
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